Raw data available at datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/ 23 dryad.h8gh3 for Acropora tenuis and datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.q0834p71 24 for Acropora millepora. 25
There are many reasons why biophysical dispersal models and genetic data may not align. 80
First, biophysical models typically focus solely on dispersal and do not consider differential 81 recruitment and/or reproductive success of settlers (Pineda et al. 2007 ). Second, a 82 biophysical model might not sufficiently account for important biological attributes of larvae 83 or complex near shore oceanography, which are notoriously difficult to parameterise (Pineda 84 Fourth, population allele frequencies do not solely reflect gene flow resulting from dispersal 89 but are also shaped by changes in population sizes, range expansions, colonization and so 90 forth (Whitlock & McCauley 1999 Here, we comprehensively assess the alignment between biophysical models of dispersal and 126 observed spatial genetic patterns for two common broadcast spawning coral species on the 127 GBR, Acropora tenuis and Acropora millepora, drawing upon methods based on historical 128 demographic simulations, patterns of shared alleles, and AEM spatial autocorrelation 129 structures. We capitalise upon spatially rich genetic data sets for the two species northwards alongshore connections were also predicted especially from outer shelf to central 254 reefs. For AEMs, we constructed a series of connexion diagrams summarising the main 255 system-wide connection directions (see Fig. 1 ), allowing north to south alongshore 256 connections with an inshore bend in the southern GBR connecting the Swains to the 257 Capricorn-Bunker group and Keppels. We also created connexion diagrams for south to north. 258
In each case, models were fit with north to south only and in both directions. In the present study it was necessary to verify that gene flow has shaped Acropora spatial 282 genetic patterns and exclude vicariance as an alternative scenario before proceeding with 283 analyses that implicitly ignore divergence. Indeed, ABC analyses yielded higher support for For both species, inspecting the relationship between reliable path probabilities and gene 298 flow (Fig. 2) shows that for populations predicted to be well connected by the larval dispersal 299 model (i.e. P ≥ 10 -20 ) estimates of relative gene flow were highly variable (~0-1), whereas 300 sites predicted to require many stepping stone connections (P ≤ 10 -40 ) had consistently lower 301 gene flow estimates. This pattern was stronger in A. tenuis than A. millepora. 302 303 Spatial eigenvector mapping 304
Directional spatial autocorrelation as assessed by AEMs explained a greater proportion of 305 variance in allele frequencies for both species (Table 1) , where the best models were based on 306 alongshore north to south movements with inshore connections from the Swains to Keppel Page 12
Island and to the Capricorn-Bunker group (for A. tenuis, R 2 = 0.37 with 9 AEMs retained and 308 for A. millepora, R 2 = 0.27 with 5 AEMs retained). There was no consistency in terms of best-309 performing link weighting (i.e. stepping stone connections, maximum flow, and reliable path) 310 and notably the binary weighting (presence vs. absence, no weighting by distance) for north 311 to south connections in A. millepora was the best performing, indicating that simply 312 recognising strong connections (i.e. those with reliable path probabilities in the top 50 th 313 percentile) yields good approximations of spatial genetic patterns. Fig. 3 contributor to these regional differences. Alternative scenarios involving historical divergence 336 and symmetric gene flow were poor matches to observed spatial genetic patterns relative to 337 scenarios based on directions and extent of larval exchange predicted by biophysical models. 338
Thus, at least at the regional scale within the GBR, oceanography is likely to strongly influence 339 connections arising from planktonic larval dispersal.
Page 13 weakest predicted multigenerational connection links (Fig. 2) . Where the biophysical 359 dispersal models predicted stronger connections, in contrast, inferred gene flow was highly 360 variable indicating that at shorter distances the biophysical models and gene flow were not 361 consistently aligned. Formal statistical testing for spatial structure of allelic distributions with 362
MEMs and AEMs reinforced these findings, where eigenvectors derived from predicted 363 asymmetric connections explained considerably more variance than eigenvectors derived 364 from null geographic models of symmetric connections (Table 1) . Additionally, for both A. 365 tenuis and A. millepora AEM 1, which describes the largest scale pattern of spatial 366 relationships ( Fig. 3 and Sup. Fig. 2) , explained the greatest proportion of variance in allelic 367 distributions (3.5 and 5.9%, respectively). AEM analyses, however, were also consistent with 368 spatial patterning at smaller spatial scales arising from asymmetric connections ( Table 1) . 369
370
Although spatial distributions of microsatellite alleles for both A. tenuis and A. millepora were 371 broadly consistent with asymmetric dispersal predicted by biophysical models, the best 372 alignments were obtained only considering the approximately north to south connections Page 14 along the length of the GBR (Table 1) . Notably biophysical models for both species suggested 374 substantial counterflows (south to north) especially among inshore reefs ( Fig. 1 ), yet adding 375 these connections to AEM models did not increase model fit (Table 1) . Thus, either the 376 stronger north to south connections are sufficient for capturing most of the microsatellite 377 allelic variance or the predicted south to north movements are not realised: for example, 378 larvae may conceivably disperse northwards but could have low fitness and therefore not 379 make substantive contributions to gene flow. Matz et al. (2018) also detected greater 380 southwards migration among five populations of GBR A. millepora based on ~11,500 381 nucleotide polymorphisms, albeit with some northwards migration. Southward spread also 382 characterises Crown-of-Thorns starfish outbreaks that appear to originate in northern reefs 383 (Pratchett et al. 2014) . Therefore, our finding of a strong southward dispersal signal is 384 compatible with these other results, but the sensitivity of AEM based analyses to bidirectional 385 flows is unclear. 386
387
For A. tenuis we were able to further assess correlations between biophysical predictions and 388 allelic spatial distributions between adjacent regions (Table 2) to intraspecific genetic data these approaches are likely to be misleading when historical 436 events have strongly shaped spatial genetic patterns. 437
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In the present study, we attempted to bridge this historical-contemporary dilemma by using 439 constrained historical demographic simulations to reject the historical scenario most likely to 440 influence observable spatial genetic patterns for GBR species, giving us greater confidence 441 that the spatial genetic patterns we observe for A. tenuis and (to a lesser extent) A. millepora 442 reflect evolutionary processes from the recent past. Using prior information based on geology, 443 historical habitat shifts, or histories of co-distributed species to identify relevant alternative 444 hypotheses and then evaluating those hypotheses against hypotheses based on contemporary 445 gene flow (such as simple stepping-stone gene flow as used here) is a reasonable check of 446 data before proceeding to interpret results from linear models (including AEMs) at face value. 655 a Binary distances represent a single model. The link structures were evaluated for link distance weightings based on the formula 1-656 (D/Dmax) y for y= [1] [2] [3] or with a log transformation to approximate a typical isolation-by-distance analysis. For AEMs, links were limited 657 to those in the top 50 percentile of reliable path weights. Link weightings were evaluated based on the number of stepping stone (SS) 658 connections, maximum flow (MF), and reliable path (RP) strength. 
